
-  A soft overlay rubber grip for your comfort  

   -  Operate up to 6 functions 

        -  Supported by the world renowned PME Spinmaster steering wheel                          
            clamp. Known for providing superior durability and gripping strength 
             without damaging your steering wheel

                          -  Features a quick release function so that it may be removed at any
                 time with the p                 time with the press of a button, allowing unrestricted access for 
                other drivers

            -  Strong robust design, constructed from heavy-duty mining-grade 
           injection mouded glass filled UV resistant nylon to withstand years 
         of regular use 
 

-  Ergonomic shape achieved through months of testing numerous designs 
                                                              

           

The Easyspin and Spinmaster have been the standard in one 
handed steering for more than a decade but our drive to improve 
and refine has led us to supersede these proven performances.  

Infused with the same world class DNA, the Easyspin RF360 inherits 
the distinctive characteristics of its predecessors; featuring durable 
construction and smooth, reliable operation.  

TThrough improving on elements based on global customer feed-
back, a sleek new dominant force has been born. Following its 
precursor’s footsteps, the Easyspin RF360 utilizes precise radio fre-
quencies to operate secondary functions wirelessly offering up to 6 
functions form the stylish and ergonomic spinner

For more information Contact: 
SureGrip Hand Controls
Tel :  1-888-370-5050 

Email:  Jason@suregrip-HVL.com

Vehicle Accessory Controller
The Ultimate One-Handed

Steering Device



For more information Contact: 
SureGrip Hand Controls
Tel :  1-888-370-5050 

Email:  Jason@suregrip-HVL.com

A POWERFUL, ROBUST AND QUALITY PRODUCT

Patented Steering Angle Sensor
self-canceling indicator system

With the SAS system, once the maneuver has
been made the indicators will switch off, just

as in the factory system

Indicator timer/Brake-Stop System
PProgrammable timer feature will cancel the
indicator after a prespecified time

The Original and Unique Spinmaster Clamp
Free running bearings and a large 3” clamping surface - imitated but not replicated, nothing comes close

Quick Release System
Quickly and easily remove and refit with the
press of a button. This is operated with one

hand without difficulty

Glass injected plastic components
To ensure the highest durability possible, the
EasEasyspin RF360 and the Spinmaster clamp
are made from quality mining-grade materials

eg.
Indicators
Headlights
Horn
Washer
Sequential wipers
HazaHazards 
Flash

eg.
Electric windows
Answer phone
Tipronic gearshifting
Set crusie control 
and more

This highly versatile unit can operate up to six functions and can alter its button configuration to suit the user
Any button, Any Function, Total flexibiility

Unique Logo Window
Create a custom logo with your company name, number and logo printed here

Suits Any Vehicle Wiring Configuration

Long Life
The Easyspin RF360 runs on a single AA battery which lasts up to an 
amazing 2 years! When power is low, the user is notified with a red 
LED warning light. The slide located at the rear of the unit is easily 
removed for replacing batteries.

IIf the Easyspin RF360 is removed from the clamp and accidently left 
on its side with a button depressed, it will go into sleep mode after 
15 seconds to assist in extending battery life.
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